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1. Introduction 

It is rare in the day to day business of academic life to get a chance to 

stand back and reflect on the contours of one's academic activities. The 

conference on Korean Studies and Korean Language Education offered Ire 

such an occasion and I must admit I relished the o~rtunity.1) 
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** Leiden University(Netherlandsl 
1 1 The 9th International Conference on Korean Language Education as a Foreign Language, 

organized by the Korean Language Education Research Institute on 'll Cktober :ID7. 



For anyone involved in Korean Studies abroad knowle:lge of Korean is a 

given. To know Korean is so obvious that it seems superfluous to reflect on 

the relationship between the Korean language and the field of Korean 

Studies. However, as we do not just conduct research, but also train future 

generations of Korean Stuclies' specialists, it is iIYlIXlrtant to have a clear 

perception of how the language relates to the field. 

Furthenmre, at a tiIre when at least at Leiden University, area studies 

are under pressure, it is all the more relevant to reflect on the centrality and 

subsidiarity of the Korean language in Korean Studies. 

111e question cannot only be whether there can be Korean studies 1N1thout 

proper language skills; the add-on question then should be whether those 

skills define Korean studies. These are the questions I wlsh to raise in tlus 

contribution. First I will elat:mate on the Korean Studies' program at Leiden 

University and how we seek to bridge the gap between the expectations 

from students and the infrastructural constraints we face. Next I look at 

research and elaborate on the concept of Korean Studies. I conclude by a 

discussion of the relationship between Korean and Korean Studies baSeD 

UjXln my own research experience. 

2. Korean and Korean Studies in Leiden 

As far as the Korean Studies program at Leiden UnivErsity is concerned, 

a major part of the teaching program consists of langua!;e classes. Korean 

language acquisition is time consuming and it remains a difficult balancing 
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act to bring our students to a adequate level of language capability while at 

the sarre tirre teaching them sufficient content courses and academic skills 

to tmit the label of Korean Studies. 

Although language acquisition is not the main aim of our program, it is 

still a fact that the knowledge of Korean is one of the important assets our 

graduates have when entering the job market. Now that we have gone 

through a major overhaul of the programs into a three-year BA and 

two-year MA program, it remains to be seen whether we can lift their 

language capability to a sufficient level in three years of BA to allow them 

to enter the job markePI 

Alongside the balancing act between language acquisition and content 

courses, there is another equally important balancing act within the language 

program between the different skills: reading, speaking &listening, and 

writing. From a purely academic point of view, and as a researcher/historian, 

I am inclined to stress the importance of reading skills. However, students 

corre with the expectation of learning to speak. The market in tum does not 

even differentiate and takes it for granted that Korean language abilities 

cover all three skills. 

So much for the expectations. What can we offer? Our entire program, 

BA and MA confounded, is run by rrerely three persons. One native 

speaker, Chi Myongsuk, MA in Dutch studies from Hankook University of 

Foreign Studies, is in charge of all conversation and writing classes. All 

2) Such an overhaul had becorre necessary to be in compliance with the Bologna Process, 

an initiative of the European Union to streamline the fonnal contours of academic 
programs throughout the European Cnion. See "The Bologna process: make higher 

education systems in Eur~ converge." (http//europaeu/scadplus/leg/en/chalcllCES.htm). 



grammar and reading classes are thought by either Prof. Walraven or 

myself. Armng the two of us, we also cover all sp:cifically Korea-related 

content courses. As text1:xxlks, we use the Integrated Korean series published 

by Hawai'i University Press (2CXX)) for all our language classes.:]) On top of 

that, we use an 'in-house' developed grammar syllabus and a "Korean 

newspapers" syllabus introducing the rmst recurrent ~entence patterns in 

newspaper-writing. 

The switch from Lukoff's IntrodJJdory Course in KOT'el.m to the Integrvted 

Korean text1:xxlks happened partly in resIXlnse to student complaints and 

partly in order to better integrate the different language classes. Students 

were not happy aoout the text-based teaching methcd of the Lukoff bmks, 

which was perceived as too theoretical and distant from daily life Korean 

language practices. They wanted rmre conversation-oriented and practice-based 

Korean language courses, which is "Wnat Integrated Korean offers. Despite 

the fact that these text1:xxlks are very much geared towards sIXlken Korean, 

the fact that they allowed us to integrate the different asp:cts of the 

language teaching process (reading, speaking & listening, writing) allows us 

to bring Oill' students to a reasonable overall language level quickly. Nevertheless 

there are limitations to what we can do. Some of the constraints we face are 

structural I already indicated the BA-MA structure, ~m:' are circumstantial: 

the Korean language structure is fundarrentally different from Dutch, which 

makes learning Korean mJre difficult than learning a European language 

(except for Finnish or Bulgarian). 

As far as active language skills are concerned, in an environment where 

3) Prior to using those manuals, we used Fred Lukoff's An Intnxluctory ~urse in 
Korean(Yonsei University Press, 1933). 
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eXJX)sure to Korean rm:Iia is restricted (though less so than before) and the 

chances to sreak Korean actively is basically confined to the classroom, it 

goes without saying that the acquisition of a sreaking ability is a slow 

rrming process. As far as lXIssive language skills reading ability is concerned, 

there is only so much a student can learn in a single week/rmnth/year. As 

far a vocabulmy is concerned, the rmrrent one works with texts outside the 

confines of the language textbooks, huge armunts of tirre are spent looking 

up words in a dictionmy. On top of that, students are so much distracted 

should I say disoriented? by such new vocabulmy that they often fail to see 

the structure of the sentences. Limited vocabulmy makes it nigh imIx>ssible 

during their BA years to bring students to the level where they read a text 

rather than sentences. This is, however, the leap students at sorre point in 

their training will have to learn to make. There is a fundarrental difference 

in deciphering sentences and reading texts. The sooner we can reach this 

point, the better for our students. This is a balancing act where I think the 

Korean Language Education Research Institute could be our lXIrtner in 

developing useful instruction tools and techniques. 

Under the given circumstances, it very much seems to rre that within the 

limitations of our program, there is not much rmre we can do in Leiden 

itself, although I have to admit that I cast jealous eyes at our colleagues in 

the Chinese and Japanese studies' department where the student numbers 

have permitted the recruitrrent of a "professionally trained" language staff 

under the supervision of a linguist. Indeed, except for Chi Myongsuk, neither 

prof. B.CA Walraven nor myself are "properly" trained to teach Korean 

language, nor is our research assignrrent dedicated to linguistics or Korean 

language education. On the contrmy, our (in our eyes always) meager 



research tiIre is spent rmstly on anything but language research. Although 

there is no doubt to our commitn12nt to the program and its students, we 

are constantly thorn between the devil and the deep. Not only does the 

W1iversity require us to produce contributions to the scientific debate in our 

respective disciplinary fields, we are also both passionate about our research 

areas. It is thus to our 0~1l dismay that we find ourselves having to 

constantly negotiate our available tiTIl2 between our passion (for research) 

and our duty (to our students). Although we are very cot1scientious in our 

teaching and we take our responsibilities towards our students and the 

requireTIl2nts of the language programt1l2 very serious, it is my conviction 

that a team of duly-trained professional full-tiIre language instructors might 

be able to further streamline and improve the program Unfortunately, with 

the limited number of students we have, it is highly unlikely the W1iversity 

authorities will rmve into that direction any tiTIl2 soon. 

Fwther improveTIl2nt might also result from a differentiation within the 

Korean language program we offer. Although the limited number of students 

does not allow Leiden University to offer such a variety, it remains relevant 

to TIl2ntion that a considerable number of our students come to us out of an 

interest in learning Korean, but without a specific academic interest. However, 

our program is an academic degree program in Korean studies rather than 

"just" a language program Considered on a European level, it might be 

interesting to ponder the bifurcation of language programs over professional 

colleges, offering training to aspiring trdl1slators or interpreters, and universities 

where Korean language training is embeddl'C! in Korean studies programs. 

Certainly, we do not offer the very specific skills needed of a translator, let 

alone an interpreter. To my knowledge, only Bonn University offers such a 
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srecialized program in Euro~. If such a divergence of programs existed, we 

might be able to refocus our own language program to suit our academic 

needs better. In such a situation, the balance within the language program 

would tilt towards a greater emphasis on reading ability, because reading 

skills are of the utrmst iI11!X)rtance in academic work.4) 

What is rmst iI11!X)rtant for the success of our language training program, 

is the balance between tilre s~nt in Korea and in Leiden. Though a stay in 

Korea is not compulsory for a BA student, in reality, rmst of our students 

at SOIre stage in their study will s~d tilre in (a language program) in 

Korea. The rmst impJrtant hurdle for making this COIre true is adequate 

funding. Ideally, tilre in Korea should be an integral and integrated part of 

the BA program in Korean Studies, but this can only be made compulsory 

if funding is available on a structural basis. For the rmlrent, this is not the 

case in Leiden, though there are a number of institutions that cover SOIre of 

the ex~ses incurred while studying abroad. 

Although our students are willing to invest rmney in paying their way to 

Korea, study in Korea is very ex~sive when compared to Euro~, where 

state funding keeps the threshold for entry into academic studies relatively 

low. Nevertheless, we now see that on average our students travel to Seoul 

4) I would even suggest that for those graduates in Korean studies who do not pursue an 
academic career the majority of graduates this is a valid argument. Take the business 
world as an example. Although for many businesses hiring a Korean studies graduate, 
the knowledge of Korean is often a determining factor in offering a contract, but in 
practice, such a graduate is more valuable for the cultural knowledge he/she brings to 
the job, rather than the slRific language skills. International business today is 
conducted mostly in English anyway. Nevertheless, this hardly makes our graduates 
sup:rf!uous. On the contrary. time and again, they prove their worth as intercultural 
mediators. 



on their own initiative during the sumnn of their first year of Korean 

studies. If they can afford it, they will enroll in a s~r school, particularly 

one with a good language program component. Following their second BA 

year, we stimulate them to enroll for six months in a language program in 

Korea Most of the time, we are able to secure them scholarships. In our 

new two-year MA program, we demand that our students s~nd an entire 

year in Korea further improving their language skills through enrolling in 

university language schools so that in their second year they have sufficient 

fluency to be able to read articles and even use primmy source materials 

when preparing their MA thesis.:;) 

To make the most of their time s~nt in Korea, good coo~ration 

agreements with s~ific language programs in Korea would help. Gcxx:! 

coordination between what is on offer in Leiden and what would be thought 

in Korea could further streamJine and increase the eifectiveness of the 

language program we offer. In the absence of such s~ific coordination,. it 

is important to acknowledge that the language prograrns in Korea fcx:us 

s~ifically on practical language skills. This in itself complements well what 

we can offer in Leiden. Past experience tells us that our students make 

great strides while in Korea building on the basis that has been laid during 

their study at home. 

From the Leiden ~rs~tive, and with the effectiveness of our language 

program in mind, I would like to see a good balance, interaction, and even 

coo~ation between the Leiden language program and (s~ificl Komm 

universities. Currently, the main lxxly of students taking language classes at 

5) Information on the l\1A in Korean Studies and MPhil in Asian Studies (sp:x:ialization 
Korean Studies) Gill be fotmd on the "l\fasters in Leiden" website: www.rmstcrsinleiden.nl. 
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Korean universities is extrerrely diverse. Armng them, the number of 

Korean Studies majors is insignificant. On top of that, there is within Korea 

a growing (non-academic) social need for Korean language classes armng 

inbound migrants (whether laborers or settlers). It goes without saying that 

these groups should be served fIrst.5) Be that at is may, an institution like 

Korea Foundation which already offers many Korean language acquisition 

fellowships to Korean Studies students might be interested at sorre point to 

invest in the establishrrent of an institute spxifically geared towards 

accommxlating this particular group of students. Dreaming aloud, one 

possible and potentially very fruitful option might be a joint initiative by the 

Kyujanggak library and the Korean Language Education Research Center 

both at Seoul National University. The advantage of such a cooperation 

would be the ability to create a Korean Studies Korean Language Institute 

offering not just courses in vernacular Korean, but also classical Korean and 

1nnmtn classes for those students with an interest pre-ImCiern and early 

ImCiern Korea. The Kyujanggak library might further offer seminars in 

reading Korean source materials, sorrething that might particularly appeal to 

those students thinking of I1ming into PhD programs. Certainly, the need 

for such spxific training armng Korean Studies majors will increase in the 

future as Korean studies programs are forced to streamline their courses 

into ever tighter schedules and pressured into market-oriented frarreworks. 

6) See Yun Huiwon's stimulating contribution to the workshop on Korean Language 
F.ducation: +l-~li'~(2007), "1l1~gi5{ ~°1=-"1 ~RojjJ1:~-" in :<119~1 ~gojjJ1~ ;:;-:<11~ 

~~1-"1 '~J-C;-~~j]} ~};:;-ojJI~-, pp.33-49. 



3. Korean Studies as Area Studies 

Korean studies abroad has a different connotation to Korean studies within 

Korea. As Chon Sangin in his contribution made clear, Korean studies in 

Korea read like an ideological tool in the service of an essentialized 

understanding of the Korean nation, whereas abroad, Korean studies belong 

to the field of "area studies."71 This is also the case in Leiden, where the 

Korean language acquisition program discussed above is part and parcel of 

an academic degree program in Korean Studies. As part of the Faculty of 

Letters, Korean studies used to be very much a traditional Korean language 

and culture program, but area studies have evolvl'Cl to encompass also social 

science approaches. It remains, however, a fact that we deal mainly in what 

in business circles is known as "soft knowledge."K) 

Area studies have been singled out for very severe criticism from m:mo

disciplinary circles, partly because of this "soft knowledge." One of the most 

often heard criticisms is that area studies have no rrethodology, a critique 

also often hurled at history. Being a historian myself, I stand doubly 

accused. I would rermnstrate however that particularly rmno-disciplinary 

approaches tend to be reductive, incapable of doing justice to the complexity 

7) See Chon Sangin's appra:iated contribution to the workshop on Korean iangu'lge 
Education: ';"V'J'?l(20)7), "~hffs{, ~i~Toj, ~.fHRoof·' in "1]9§ "?"}-:'i-0lib't c'~~16"l 

1i'§] 9] W,<3"14 ~.Roj.ll'.-2r, pp.ZJ·3:2. 
8) "Soft knowledge"is a rather derogatory description for unquantifiable insights gleaned 

from cultural analysis as opposed to the allegedly "hard knowledge" that mmomists and 
social scientists sqUee'Le out of statistical data. For a thorough crilique of the obsession 
with quantification in the social sciences, see John Lewis Gadd;s, The Landscape (j' 

History Hew historians rmp the jX1')t (Oxford: Oxford Ll1iversi~v Press. :JJJlJ. 
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of the realities that are being analyzed.91 

Area studies also stand accused of orientalism Certainly, area studies 

have a history of close links with imperialism Area sIEialists were often 

drafted in the service of the colonial project, either as administrators in the 

colonial system or as slXlkesrren for the colonial project. As a discipline, it 

was rrme irrfonred by cultural prejudice than by any critical faculty. By 

origin, area studies tended to focus on philological studies. Often decried as 

devoid of theory, in fact, philological studies are very rrethodical. What was 

originally missing, though was a self-critical attitude. In that sense, the 

attack of orientalism certainly holds true. Nevertheless, a too sweeping 

attack on philological studies in unfounded. There is nothing inherently 

wrong with sound philological research. Today, sound philology is irrfonred 

by literary theory. Now, as ever, there is a continuing need for sensible and 

sensitive translations. Philological expertise is needed to produce proper 

translations that do justice to the text and the culture the text stems from 

What is nrre, without prOj.ff philological "legwork" a lot of rmno-di3iplinarians 

without the proper language skills would be devoid of the raw material they 

rely on to produce their theoretically irrfonred (and biased) universalistic 

insights. 

Though the critique of orientalism may have held true in the past, it is 

equally true that the rermants of orientalism today are to be found not 

9) Along with Rem::o Breuker, I pleaded the cause of area studies in Rernco E. Breuker & 

Koen Th Ceuster, "Introduction: The area in the middle or the globalization of 
eccentricity" in Remco E. Breuker, eel. Korea in the Middle. Korean Studies and Area 
Studies(Leiden: CNWS Publications, '2f1J7), pp.1-lS. The following paragraphs are 
developed in nne detail there. 



armng soul searching area studies sIXrialists, but armng rmno-disciplinarians 

who through the application of their allegedly universal theories iruj:X)~e a 

culturally biased reading on a sanitized reality. Proper area studies today 

hold up a mirror to the universal theories of the social sciences by sho~ring 

that all the area specific infonrntion that is discarded as irrelevant, in fact, 

potentially undermines the universal applicability of the theory. Area studies 

can rebuke universalistic theories by asking why it is that "the West" does 

not qualify as just another "area"! Even when one accepts that imperialism 

spread ideas and concepts world~de, it is sheer hubris to suggest that such 

ideas arrived in virgin territory. 'The introduction phase is inevitably followed 

by a pha~ of "indigenization" where the "local" adapts the "universal." Asa 

historian, I would further add that not only the local is pushed aside, but 

also the temporal c:lirrension. All too often, grand universalistic theories make 

abstraction of historical variations, as I ~ll inclicate in the third section. 

I have come to understand area studies as a fluid body of scholars 

studying a single area from various different perspectives and disciplinary 

backgrounds in an attempt to reach a rmre comprehensive understanding of 

the various dynamics at work ~thin the region studied. Rather than the 

objectifying position of power based on a single universal theory backed up 

by (geo-) political power, a proper 21st Century (post-colonial) area stuclies 

scholar is fully aware of the value-ridden gaze he/she casts on the area 

under scrutiny.l0) Rather than to imI:ose a reading from the outside, what 

10) Chon Sangin (p.24 nt.3) raises the slffter of area studies laying claim to objective 

knowledge and the cloud of inl!X1'ialism this casts. However, tooay, universal 
objectivity is only claimed by political or s<xial scientists who operate from the insular 

safety of their theory. The curse of orientalism today is to be found in the works of 
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one tries to achieve is a shift in subject-IXlsition in order to understand 

reality from within the region, from within the cultural and historical dynamics 

of the region. 

In its ever shifting fluidity, area studies offer a space where scholars can 

meet over the ooundaries of various disciplines, driven by a hunger for 

understanding, not curtailed by some dogmatic allegiance to one sIXrific 

theory that pretends to have the ultimate answer, but where different 

theories are rmbilized to create a multi-layered understanding, whereby the 

scholar's gaze is permanently questioned and bracketed. More than anything 

else, area studies is an attitude; the acceptance that all knowledge is relative, 

informed by the historicity of the scholar and the method one employs to 

make the data speak The strength of an argument then does not stem from 

theoretical stuboornness and rigidity, but from the open dialogue between 

various theories and approaches which meet on the level plain that area 

studies offer. 

While universities pay lip service to multidisciplinary research, in their 

organization such research is difficult to accommodate. Only area studies 

offer an institutional shelter for true multidisciplinarity. As a loosely 

delineated field with ever receding ooundaries, a scholar is free to wonder, 

as his/her interests demands, picking up along the way theories and 

methodologies as instruments helping to dissect the specific question that 

drives the research. Interdisciplinarity is oom from wondering in such an 

open field. In Leiden, the Research School of Asian, African and Amerindian 

Studies (CNWS) 11) offers such a shelter and platform, where history, 

IXllitical scientists, rather than in the work of true area studies scholars. 
11) http://www.cnws.leidenuniv.nV 



anthro{:X)logy, sociology, {:X)litical science, law, philology and literary sciences 

l1Rt and exchange insights leading to a rich texture of ul1derstanding that 

is not exclusive and rigid, but open and flexible. Another forum is AKSE. 

the Association for Korean Studies in Europe.I~) Bringing together scholars 

working from different disciplines on Korea, AKSE conferences and workshops 

are by definition events where various disciplines COID2 together, intemringle, 

and cToss-fertilize each other, leading to results that are richer in depth and 

texture than any single discipline can bring. 

Area Studies has evolved from the bookish scholar in his attic stubbornly 

peering over a handful of old books trying to make sense of hardly legible 

scripts to a discipline where we are in close contact with the local scholars 

and their findings. In the old 'orientalist' days, Western scholars im{:X)sed 

their reading, ignorant of the local expertise or insights often in denial of the 

existence of any such expertise nowadays, we define our role as bringing 

this local perspective. We try to pierce the Korean perspective and break the 

parochial Eurocentric mould of looking at ourselves and the world. We put 

Korea in the center, well aware that it is Koreans who speak for themselves. 

We are there to mediate the Korean perspective and thereby offer our own 

culture and society an op{:X)rtunity to reflect on itself. 

Language is the thresholdthat one has to pass to enter this fluid domain 

of area studies. Only knowledge of the local language allows one to pierce 

the multilayered complexity of historical and cultural residue U1X)n which any 

society is built. 

12) http//www.akse.uni-kiel.del 
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4. Korean and Korean Studies, a Personal Assessment 

In this final part, I "vill give a very personal account of how I see the 

relationship between Korean and Korean studies. As a historian, I broadly 

define my research as studies in the introduction and dissemination of 

rmdem nationalism in Korea. On closer scrutiny, it is clear that my research 

develops in synchrony with developrrents within Korean historiography 

itself, though from a certaindistance. At the SaJre tirre, I am influenced by 

theoretical debates within the humanities. In my PhD dissertation I analyzed 

the diaries of Yun Ch'iho in an attempt to understand the apparently 

contradictory labels attached by Korean historians to this historical figure: 

he was either described as a nationalist or as a collaborator. B) I reached the 

conclusion that such a dichotomous approach was highly reductionist, 

looking exclusively at him from a political perspective. It proved the wrong 

question if the aim was to do justice to the complexity of this historical 

figure. However, as I developed in an article on the historiography of 

collaboration in Korea, this juxtaposition of nationalism and collaboration 

reflected the state of the field of Korean historiography at the tiIre.ll) In 

that article I was particularly interested in the social relevance of the 

collaboration issue in the struggle for democracy and how this influenced the 

way collaboration was dealt ~~th by historians. 

13) Koen De Ceuster, From lvlodemizatl:on to Collaboration. the DilernrrrJ rf Korean 
ClJItwvl NaticmJism; the Cbse cf YlO1 OJ'i-f'{) (J[ffj-l,945J. Unpublishtrl fbI) dissertation 
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. I3elgiwn. Iffi4. 

14) Koen De Ceuster, "The Nation Exorcised: 'The Historiography of Collaooration in South 
Korea" in Korean Studies 25:2 cnm pp.207-242. 



My interest in Korean historiography is partly infonned by the awareness 

that history is a fundarrental part of the make-up of any nation, and a 

nation is in constant flux, in a constant state of "nation building." 

DeveloptYffits in Korean national historiography can tell us so~thing abcut 

the state of the Korean nation. So, when I was asked to take part in an 

international conference on "Contesting Views on a Corrrnon Past: Revisions 

of History in East Asia" in Leipzig in June 2CXX3, I gladly accepted the 

invitation.E;) To my great dismay, the debates were so focused on the 

textbcok controversy in East Asia that the contentious nature of national 

history within the respective states of East Asia was largely overlooked. 

While attending that conference, I could not help noting that when looking at 

East Asia from the outside, one only notices the state discourses on history, 

but is oblivious to the vibrant debates within the respectiw societies. In my 

contribution to the edited volume to appear next spring, I srecifically look at 

the relationship between the COil1l:eting discourses on national history and 

the deepening of Korean dermcracy in order to show that there is not a 

single dominant discourse on Korean history in Korea, but only a constant 

debate between evolving discourses. Hi ) I carne away from that conference 

with an understanding of the task of an area specialist: when the danger of 

essentialization looms, it is our task to deconstruct such essentializations arId 

establish the fundarrental complexity and diversity of the underlying realities. 

It goes without saying that only a proI=Cr command of the Korean language 

15) See http://www.W1i-leipzig.de/-oarev/downloadiprogramm_homepage.pdf 
16) Koen Th Ceuster "When History \1atters: Reconstructing South Korea's National 

MermIY in the Age of Dem:uacy" in Steffi Richter, editor, Contested t "ii'WS cf a 
UJmmDrl Past. Revisions cf History in u)ntemporary East Asia Frankfurt and New 
York Campus Verlag, forthcoming (spring 2m3), 
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allows rre to do this kind of research. Knowledge of Korean provided rre 

unhindered and direct access to the chaotic multitude of voices in Korean 

society. Only a prorer appreciation of public discourses allowed rre to corre 

to present an adequate insight in the complexity of the historiographical 

debates going on in Korea. 

But knowledge of the language is not sufficient. Language is crucial, but 

at the Satre tirre nothing but an instrlirrent. The old oriental studies' 

tradition also mastered the language, probably even nne thoroughly than I 

do, but what was lacking was critical reflection on the position and power 

of the scholar as subject making utterances about others. More than just 

language, we have to bring a critical awareness of our own historicity to the 

field, a constant questioning of our own position in the field. As an anecdote, 

I sorretirres relate to my students how I went through different phases 

when I studied in Korea The first year, everything was fascinating, new, 

"exotic." What I was doing was "othering" Korea making it fundarrentally 

different, the opposite of what I was. The next phase, year two, I had 

unlocked the mystery; I was convinced I knew it all. I was ready and happy 

to make "objective" and "authoritative" judgments, not hindered by any 

self-reflection. Only in my third year did I wake up to the fact that I knew 

nothing. Suddenly I was thrown into doubt. All that had seemed so clear the 

year before, now seemed less obvious, Imre complicated. Finally, I started to 

look at myself, questioning my own position and its historicity. Only after 

that exrerience did I acquire the necessary self-criticism to srend a fourth 

year in Korea at ease and comfortable with myself and what I was doing. 

Rather than making (value) juctgrrents, I had Imved to the point where I 

was trying to understand what was going on, not by imposing my reading, 



but by trying to understand the dynamics at work in the lo:al context while 

critically questioning my own gaze. ""'hat I learned in the process was a 

sensitivity to my own cultural reading of reality, the fact that I am embedded 

pennanently in a cultural framework that determines the categories I use in 

analyzing the reality I encounter. 1he point is not to try to peel away that 

framework, but to be aware of its existence and take it into account when 

making statetrents. 

Without knowledge of Korean, I would be burdened qualitatively and 

quantitatively by an additional layer of interpretation: the dependence on 

foreign language materials on Korea. In an odd way, I am myself a producer 

of such materials, to be blanm for adcling to the burden of others, so to 

speak However, by increasing the quantity of available material, the qualitative 

burden may lessen through the availability of a "rider variety of viewpoints. 

However, another example from my own research will show that 

language skills by themselves do not make the difference. Last year I was 

approached by prof. Ch' oi Toksu to contribute a paper to a conference on 

the Second Hague Peace Conference. l7I At fIrst. I was not too enthusiastic 

about this, because I never thought much trerit in revisiting the martyrdom 

of Yi Chun. However, after taking on the project, and following a superficial 

look at the available research, I thought there was still a lot of w1covered 

ground. Noticing that most Korean research had focused on a nearly 

exclusive Korean perspective, interpreting the mission as part of the national 

struggle to regain national sovereignty, I opted to look at the mission from 

the perspective of the conference, asking how this odd group of tminvited 
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Koreans was greeted in The Hague, ooth by diplomats, peace activists and 

the press. This approach allowed me to conclude that rather than a failure, 

the mission should be considered a rreasured success in so far as it proved 

how the Korean court engaged the international corrmunity as a fellow 

nation state entitled to equal treatment under the system of sovereign 

equality. I particularly stressed the need to look beyond the horizon of the 

IffiS Protectorate Treaty to the continuity in Kojong's efforts to realize an 

international neutralization of Korea. That this attempt failed was not so 

much a matter of misunderstanding on the part of the Korean court, but 

rather a consequence of the inequality engrained in the world order of Great 

Power dominance which reduced Korea to a second tier state. In this 

context, it was fascinating to see how the Korean delegation developed a 

very adequate media policy, constantly adjusting its message as events 

evolved, positioning itself in such a way that at least public opinion was 

swayed by its rnessage.1 R) 

Though this research started from taking stock of Korean historiographical 

research on the Hague Mssion, primary research was mainly based on Western 

language archives, diaries, letters, neWS\XlIff cliwings and diplomatic dispatches. 

Some of these materials had previously been partially analyzed by staff of 

the Dutch national archives and the Hague city archives. However, lacking 

familiarity with the specifics of Korean history, they either framed the 

18) Kren De Ceuster, "Success and Failure of the Korean Delegation to the at the Second 
Hague Peace Cmference" (to be published in Korean), An earlier, very preliminary 

draft of this paper is reproduced as "The Dutch Government and Media Reaction to the 

Korean rvlission to the 1007 Hague Peace Conference" in '?lW:§:j-'i'H~ %11 JlTlJ 
!I~a ':f<1I-q)-~§IS'1 7}R ~ 1007\1 Bllo i.:T"a§}§IS'15'j. [~~}"ig, .=I?]JI. ~-j7J, roo ffi-64. 



information inadequately, or, in other cases, failed to see the relevance of 

some documents. Only a pro~r contextualization of the ckx.:urnents allowed 

their relevance for Korean history to be revealed. Lacking a sensitivity for 

either the Korean subject rosition or the rower dynamics at work in the 

conference, they could not present their findings in such a way that their 

historical significance was eXfDsed. My own familiarity with Korean history 

and historiography allowed me to dig dee~r into the archives and soura~s, 

offering arereading of some previously produced documents, thus producing 

a story that frames the mission from multiple angles establishing its 

historical imlX)rtance not only in light of Korea's st11lggle for national 

survival, but also from the ~rs~tive of big rower rolitics and the social 

dynamics of international rolitics. So, although the primary research for this 

paper was not based on Korean language materials, it is clear that a 

Koreanist was needed to unlock the infonmtion hidden in the archives. 

Let me finally introduce an altogether different project that ~gan as a 

non-academic venture but is gradually invading my research agenda. By 

chance I was brought into contact with a collection of North Korean art. I 

was asked to provide background information to an exhibition of Nonh 

Korean rosters and socialist realist oil paintings hosted in Rotterdam in the 

s~r of 2004.19) 

Shortly thereafter I had a chance to go to Pyongyan:~ with a Belgian 

crew to discuss a docurrmtary movie project. After ample discussions arld 

consultation, we agreed to work on a documentary about North Korean 

19) See http://www.tirre.comitirre/magazineiarticle/O.9171.i.DI040719-ffi2S.Zl.lXl.htmlfor a 
review article on the exhibition. The collection is available online: 
http://northkoreanart.comiindex.html 
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Owsonhm painters. In September 2(0) we returned to Pyongyang and rret 

a number of artists and had long conversations with them This first hand 

exrerience of North Korea, its art and artists triggered an ongoing quest for 

a proper understanding and presentation of North Korean art abroad. 

Already during my first visit, I had noticed that "our" categories do not 

apply in the North. Working my way through the literature on "totalitarian" 

art,20) I was struck by the inadequacy of the existing research. It did hardly 

more than establish that art produced in totalitarian states did not properly 

qualify as art. Although it is certainly correct to state that the art produced 

in totalitarian states had severed all ties with Western art traditions, to 

suggest that totalitarianism inevitably leads to the end of history of art (to 

paraphrase Francis Fukuyama) smacks of ideological wishful thinking 

reminiscent of the cold war. It suggests that only art building on the 

Western European art trddition is proper art. My experience on the ground 

in North Korea suggests otherwise. Though it is correct to claim that North 

Korea reinvented art and started with a (nearly) clean slate, it is equally 

true that once that start was taken, a new tradition developed within the 

ordained styles, making it an interesting subject for art historical research. 

The only book to date on North Korean art in a Western language is 

Jane Portal's Art under Control in North Korea (London: Reaktion Books, 

2(0)). Unfortunately, the book fails to capture the unique character of the 

North Korean exrenence, reducing North Korean art to sorrething akin to a 

replica of Soviet Russian and by extension totalitarian art.21i What I missed 

20) Igor Golomst<x:k, Totalitaricm An in the Soviet Union, the ThirdReich, Fasdst Italy 
and the People's Republic qf China(lmdon: Collins Harvill, 19x)) is probably the rmst 
cited work in this regard. 



in her book is a proper acknowledgement of the specifically Korean in North 

Korean art. Caught under the banner "socialist realism," North Korean wt 

by definition always seems to refer to anything but Komm art, cumunting 

to a tendency to deny North Korea any agency and subjecthood. As for 

South Korean scholarship, it is by and large caught up in an ideological 

analysis of North Korean art, informed by the reading of the leading North 

Korean publication on art: Croson YesuP) The absence of direct contact 

with North Korean artists results in an utter inability to grasp the practice 

of art there.:?:)) Unable to pierce the ideological phraseology of North KorC3l1 

art critique, the reality the North KorC3l1 artist faces remains opaque. So all 

in all, most available studies on North Korean art bump into the ideological 

cloak draped over the practice of art, failing to grasp the reality underneath 

it. As an area studies scholar, I notice that on all sides we are staring at 

North Korea with an uncritical gaze, self-content and secure in our own 

values, but incapable of grasping the meaning of art in North Korea. In W1 

attempt to overcome these shortcomings, I follow two strategies. On the one 

hand, I have read through Kim long il's "Treatise on Art," the main 

theoretical text on art in North Korea today})) and I 3111 collecting a nlill1ber 

of other North Korean publications on art and aesthetics. F3l11iliarity with 

21) See my review of Jane Portal's Art under Control in Sorth Korea in IhE SungkYWl 

journal rf East Asian Studies. 5:2 ((Haber 2(5). pp.2A7-251. 
22) A gocx:l example of this ideological reading of North Korean art. is 0 ]-+q}, 3fff_o..ii~ 

f11-H-~ T;Nlvlif: J;f-pj v/~ :'1) t! (~Jtn711, 2(01). a i:xxJk Jane Portal heavily relied 

upon. 
23) llj-Ji]2l, ":i:~.W~l 1(!:§}5'} :;r~~Frg] n]';:i'~" in -*~}'i'~-f'°j-§l ~1, J;f-~!~! '!/if,?l 

l!-j?!- atl1t (;;3 'i'l-R-~}A}, am pp2c;-251) on the contrary has an unusually sharp 

insight in North Korean art history. 
24) :;-J ~~ql. vl-iz-f!- (':fa°J: :i::~lS'_%cJ*f}"}. 19:,]2). 
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such publications allows me to grasp the theoretical framework North 

Korean artists work from It also infonns me about the role and position of 

art and artists in North Korean society. On the other hand, I embarked on 

an analysis of the concepts of art I have grown up with, convinced as I am 

that only a proper problematization of my own concepts will allow me to 

really pierce the cognitive barrier that divides these two distinct art worlds. 

In order to achieve such a problematization, I turned to the sociology of art 

and in [Xlliicular such studies that establish the specific historical cirC1.llllitances 

related to the appearance of the modem concept of art and the social origins 

of the modem concept of the artist.25) Only by approaching North Korean 

art and artists from such an angle can I begin to grasp and empathize \\~th 

the North Korean artist and understand North Korean art in its proper 

context. In tum, such understanding will allow me to mediate my insights to 

an audience unfamiliar with the specificity of North Korea. As is clear from 

the above, my encounter with North Korean artists has spurred an academic 

interest. On the one hand, I am working towards a publication on the 

practice of art in North Korea, where I hope to show how there is room in 

North Korea for artists to establish themselves and their art within the 

constraints the system On the other hand, I am considering a research 

project looking at the appearance of the social concept of the modem artist 

in colonial Korea. This has been done for a number of high profile artists 

25) I find the work of Nathalie Heinich (Du peintre a rartiste. Artisans et amdemiciens 
a rage c/assique [Paris: les Editions de Minuit, Hm] and L'elite artiste. Excellence et 
singuiarite en regime dhnocratique [Paris: Editions Gallimard 2005]) very stimulating. 
The sarre goes for Larry Shiner, The Invention rf Art. A OJltural History(Chicago 
and London: The University of Chicago Press. 2001). 



tnking up oil painting. What I would be particularly interested in, is to see 

how these concepts also influenced "trdditional painting" circles in terms of 

training, organization, social profile etc. 

The lesson I learn from my musings about North Korean art is that a 

willingness to critically engage one's own IX>sition is crucial in finding a 

workable solution to what the international commmity likes to describe as 

the "North Korean problem" As long as we apply our own categories, 

without acknowledging that within North Korea a different dynamic is at 

work, we will only be baffled by tins "exotic" country. Shifting one's 

observer's IX>sition from the outside to the inside, one cannot but COIre to a 

fundarrentally different conclusion, and exclaim with Hwang Sogyong: "There 

are truly people living there l" I find that in the many interviews I give 

about North Korea and inter-Korean affairs, I spend rmst of the time 

deconstructing the questions, analyzing why the questions are inherently 

biased, suggestive and often plainly wrong. Such em approach does not make 

North Korea a better place, but at least it may help in bringing an 

understanding of the North Korean IX>sition closer. That is why area studies 

are so imrx>rtant. Different though North Korea may be, it is not 

incomprehensible for somecne willing to look at it from the inside. 

The SaIre goes for art historians dealing with North Korea. Looking at 

North Korean art from the ~rspective of classical art history, it may not fit 

within the established genealogies and hierarchies. Given that North Korea 

has a pro~r art theory and produces works of art, trying to understand the 

practice of art in North Korea from the inside out, will not only provide 

useful insights in North Korea itself, but at the same time allow a critical 

reflection of the Irethodology of standard art history. 
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5. In Conclusion 

In this essay I surveyed from a very personal perspective the relationship 

between Korean language education and Korean studies, ooth in regard to 

the Leiden University degree program in Korean Studies, as well as in 

terms of an area studies research field In a humanities' context, Korean 

studies in Leiden deals in what some like to describe as "soft knowledge." 

Although in the everyday research practice of a Korean studies scholar, the 

target audience may well be one's Korean colleagues, the social role of a 

Korean studies scholar consists of mediating the area in all its diversity to 

the home audience. Such mediation is all aoout communication and language 

is an essential tool in making communication lXlssible. Such communication 

works in two directions: communication of the researcher with the region 

under scrutiny and here a Korean language ability is crucial and corrrnunication 

between the researcher and the home audience, where a critical dialogue 

with one's own culture is of the essence. Rather than dogmatic rigor and 

theoretical stuboornness, an area studies specialist is first and foremost 

informed by the reality he confronts. Theory helps to read the complex 

reality encountered, but an open mind is kept at all times to forego the 

iffi\Xlsition of theoretical rigidity on a recalcitrant reality. More than anything 

else, an area specialist needs to be doted with a fundamental openness for 

difference, and an eagerness for dialogue, ooth in words and in attitude.* 

* ~~ ~-!l-',oc:- '2fJJ1. 11. 9. -'f-xs:l<>1. '2fJJ1. 11. 15. J{l~-'i'1i'l§1~1 {lAHt 7l~ J11;;\B7} :gF'd 
s:191-g-. 
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• Abstract 

Korean as the gateway to Korean studies, 

The importance of area studies in a discipline-defined 

academic environment 

Koen De Ceuster 

For a Korean Studies scholar, the relationship between Korean and Korean 

studies is so self-evident that it is hardly ever problematized. In this essay, I take 

the opportunity to elaborate on this relationship on the basis of my very personal 

experiences as a lecturer and a researcher at Leiden University in the Netherlands. 

The relationship between Korean studies and Korean language acquisition is 

fundarrental in the teaching program of our depart.trent. To a Korean studies 

specialist, Korean is an essential tool: essential, but a tool rather than the essence. 

However, the difficulty to a Dutch native speaker is such that a lot of tirre is 

allotted to learning Korean. To fmd the right balance between academic content 

courses and language acquisition is a constant worry. Furthenmre, lxlth students 

and the market focus rr¥lstiy on spoken Korean, whereas from an academic point 

of view, reading skills are probably of nne direct relevance. On top of these 

varied expectations, there are inevitable structural and institutional constraints 

which limit the level of Korean our students can reach Within that context, I 

suggest that a gocrl ideally structural cooperation between language acquisition at 

our depart.trent and language programs in Korea could improve the efficiency of 

the language learning process. 

In a second part, I elaborate on the nffits of area studies as a fluid wne where 

scholars lIfft in the spirit of true interdisciplinarity, over the dogmatic boundaries 



of single disciplines to corre to a multifaceted understanding of a region-specific 

reality. The suggestion that the knowledge thus acquired is hardly rmre than 

"local" knowiedge is a fundarrmtally "orientalist" bias prexluced by nxmo-disciplimllY 

scholars who claim universal applicability of theories grounded in rmre often than 

not "Western" case studies, as if the West were not just another "area." Area studies 

are a challenge to theory-based rmno-disciplinary approaches, because they do not 

discard the local variables as irrelevant, but consider them a porentially funclarrental 

correction to the abstraction of universal applicability. How language capability is 

crucial in accessing the complexity of an area-s]:rrific reality is addressed in the 

third part where I elaborate on how knowledge of Korean is a fundamental tool in 

my own research. I specifically rrention how a direct broad and deep access to the 

field of Korean historiography allows rre to see the multiple discourses on national 

history that coexist at any given time. TItis insight provided essential background 

information to critically assess the essentialist reduction to single national historical 

discourses during a recent debate on historical re\~sionism in East Asia. However, 

rmre than just language, a direct familiaJity \\~th the region and its culture aJ1d 

history is crucial to reach an irrfol1Tffl judgment on a specific issue. Take North 

Korean art: often presented as nothing but scx::ialist realism. this interpretation 

frames .\Jorth Korean art as an)thing but Korean. This is an appreciation devoid of 

any understanding of the art practice in North Korea itself. I\Iy experience in North 

Korea has given me sufficient awareness to critically reflect on the concepts and 

criteria used by outside observers who apply categories that are rmre telling about 

the observer than the observed. Rather than imposing a Eurocentric reading, a 

pro~r area specialist tries to read the reality from within the Icx::al context. 

Piercing the local perspective cmd rrnliating this to the home audience is the task 

of a 21st Century aJ"ea studies scholar. Communication is at the heart of what ,ill 

area specialist does. Language is at the heart of communication. 

[Key Words] Korean studies, Korear language acquisition, Area studies 
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